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Tourism in France
TOURIST FLOWS IN 2015

Number of tourists

French tourism
198,8 million personal trips
1,125.3 million overnight stays

International tourism
84,5 million tourist arrivals
422,3 million overnight stays

French collective tourist accomodations  attendance*
*(second homes and private individual holiday rentals are excluded)

Arrivals
156 million tourist arrivals in mainland France (international tourists : 30 %) 
1,2 million tourist arrivals in overseas departments (international tourists : 13 %)

Overnights
406 million overnight stays in mainland France (international tourists : 32 %)
2,9 million overnight stays in overseas departments (international tourists : 19 %)

Source : DGE, 2016
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Issue: approaching the concept of carrying capacity of tourist destinations

Adopted approach: analysing the seasonal population change caused by tourism

Background data: number of tourist beds

Spatial scale: French municipalities

Indicator: Tourism intensity

Methodology: segmentation in 5 classes and analysis

Scoping of the statistical study

What municipalities are the most exposed to seasonal population change ?
i.e. tourist destinations that have the highest tourism intensity rate

What are the impacts on the environment of these population change in these
destinations, in comparison with other municipalities ?

What pressures on the environment ?
What sustainability of these destinations ?

PRELIMINARY QUESTION: How to measure tourism intensity at a subnational level ?

ISSUES RAISED
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Tourism intensity in French municipalities

KEY FIGURES*
* average for classes n 3,4,5

Tourism intensity : 321 (FR average: 32)
Tourism capacity : 12.5 million of tourist beds
Tourism density: 97 tourist beds per km²

Mainly located in the mountains (55 %) and on the 
coastline (63 %).

Wide surface but sparse population.

While only 6 % of the national population resides here 
on a yearly basis, these municipalities concentrate 60 % of 
the tourists beds studied.

6,000 municipalities are likely to host 
between 100 and more than 1,000 

tourists per 100 inhabitants
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What are the environmental 
impacts of the seasonal

population change in these 
municipalities ?
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WATER USE
© Office de Tourisme de Combloux© Laurent Mignaux - Terra

Higher level of drinking water abstraction per capita
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

Larger 
household 
and similar 

waste 
generation
per capita…

and specific 
waste 

treatment
issues
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LAND TAKE

Natural areas facing with 
increasing soil sealing

+ 2,1 %

+ 1,7 %

+ 2,0 %

+ 2,5%

+ 2,9 %

+ 2,8 %

Evolution 
2006-2012
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PROTECTED AREAS

The attractiveness of natural areas,
both a pressure factor and a preservation tool
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ENVIRONMENTAL DISPLAY AND LABELLING
A significant development of sustainable tourism labels and brands, 

yet still a small number of operators involved

45 % located in 
municipalities 
with high 
tourism 
intensity
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Thank you for your attention !

For  more information:

www.statistiques.developpement-durable.gouv.fr

(M) Gauche, La fonction touristique des territoires : facteur de pression ou 
de préservation sur l’environnement ?, CGDD, Datalab, SOeS, mars 2017

[Also available in english language : « Tourism intensity at a local level : environmental 
pressure or preservation factor ? »]


